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Course Registration for 2012 Fudan Summer Session 

 

Website: http://xk.fudan.edu.cn 

Username: Please enter your Fudan student number. 

Password: Try last six digits of your passport number which you provided in your application, if 

there are letters in last six, substitute letters with number 0.If you still cannot log in, try 666666. 

 

Please use the Course Code to do course registration before May 18 (Beijing Time). After that, 

the Course registration System will be closed. The seats of each course are limited, so you should 

do it as early as possible. 

 

Notice: Student Number and Course Registration don’t mean applicants are already accepted by 

Fudan University, until applicants have got the official Admission Notice. 

 

★ Fudan Student Number 

STUDENT NUMBER PASSPORT NAME CHINESE NAME 

11349096137 ZOU HELEN WENTING 邹文婷 

11349096132 ALEXIS MORTON 亚历克西斯 

11349096133 MOVINSKI JORDAN MICHAEL 乔丹 

11349096134 RICARDO GUERRA 利卡多 

11349096135 GILL COURTNEY 郭凯 

11349096136 OLSON ANNA 怡凡 

11349096131 LIN JESSICA 林洁西 

11349096126 PIGUES ANTHONY TERRANCE 易伯俞 

11349096130 KUGLER VICTORIA 维多利亚 

11349096124 JIMIN FAN 吉敏 

11349096127 WARDELL ALEXANDER 吴尚达 

11349096129 TO JAMES HOANG VINH 杰姆斯 

11349096125 PELITI FEDERICO 毕飞德 

11349096128 EASTERING SARA 伊斯特玲 

11349096114 LE SY HUY ANH 李佑安 

11349096121 SNOW SARAH AMANDA 莎拉 

11349096118 JARVIS MEGGAN 梅安 

11349096122 WEBER KIMBERLY ANNE 金柏莉 

11349096117 JAMES JANEY KADAVUNKAL 杰妮 

11349096116 INFANTE AURA IRENE 艾琳 

11349096120 KIM MYUNG JUNG 金洺玎 

11349096115 MORTON-WILSON DANIEL AARON 莫威仁 

11349096123 WRONSKI EMILIA JOANNA 乔安娜 

11349096119 JENKINS AMANDA ANN 阿曼达 

11349096111 SNEHA LALLA 赖涵 

11349096112 TANG LISA 唐巍雯 
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11349096110 ALEXANDRA MODERSKI 墨静水 

11349096108 KEVIN CURBELO 凯文 

11349096109 WONG NICHOLAS GUY-CHIN 王嘉程 

11349096113 TANG SIRUI 汤思锐 

11349096100 COLEMAN STEVEN PATRICK 史蒂文 

11349096105 WILLIAMS HOPE ANGEL 安琪 

11349096104 DORAISWAMY KARUNA URVASHI 卡露娜 

11349096107 ZUNIGA YESSENIA 苏妮佳 

11349096106 ZHANG LAURA 张兰兰 

11349096101 FRENCH JUSTIN PAUL 保罗 

11349096102 MASSENGILL DAVID WARREN 华伦 

11349096103 WESTON JOSHUA MILLARD 米勒德 

11349096092 HAGEE REGAN MICHELLE 米歇尔 

11349096091 GRIFFIN NATALIE 葛丽娜 

11349096081 FRANKEL JEREMY 杰里米 

11349096090 DOUGHERTY ISABELLA 德小福 

11349096099 THOMPSON HANNAH 湯雅涵 

11349096086 BRANDEBERRY ELIZABETH 伊丽莎白 

11349096079 CORNETT PETER 龙星河 

11349096097 RUFO GABRIELLA FRANCESCA 弗朗西斯卡 

11349096094 LAM RACHEL 林凯欣 

11349096098 TAYLOR LAUREN MARIE 劳伦 

11349096078 CASTRO EDWIN ADRIAN 艾德里安 

11349096087 BROFALD CHRISTINE 克里斯汀 

11349096093 HONEY ANNA-TANYA 谭雅 

11349096085 YEUNG EDWARD 杨天龙 

11349096088 BRYCE NESSA 布赖斯 

11349096095 LEE ALEXANDRA SAM 亚历山德拉 

11349096080 DIAZ VILLAMARIN XACOBE 维拉马林 

11349096096 RUDIK CATHERINE LOUISE 凯瑟琳 

11349096082 GARZON SANTIAGO 嘉荣 

11349096084 TURSKIS PAULIUS 杜小磊 

11349096083 HERNANDEZ MANUEL ALFREDO 阿尔弗雷多 

11349096089 CHEN WEI JEN 陈维珍 

11349096077 HUANG WEN SHAN 黄文姗 

11349096076 LI WEN 李文威 

11349096075 CHANG EUGENE 张九桓 

11349096074 BIANCHI FABIO 毕安驰 

11349096073 OSAREMI PARHAM 彭爱淋 

11349096071 JOSEPH MICANCIN 约瑟夫 

11349096072 ERIN LITKE 林怡 

11349096070 SHAUN STUER 肖恩 

11349096050 HEE HO CHO 曹熙河 
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11349096019 COLE MANKIN 乐水 

11349096027 JUNGKOOK LEE 李廷國 

11349096061 MONICA CLARK 莫尼卡 

11349096052 HIU TIM YEUNG 楊曉添 

11349096067 THANH THUY PHAM 范青翠 

11349096057 LISA YAMADA 山田利早 

11349096032 PETER SIMON 彼得 

11349096062 MYRIAM ALEJANDRA GOMEZ CARDENAS 米利安 

11349096035 SCOTT LAFOY 斯考特 

11349096024 ISSEI NINO 小野 

11349096030 MING KANG JASON SIN 明康 

11349096064 RACHEL THIBAULT 瑞莎 

11349096033 ROBERT YANG 杨伟乐 

11349096031 NOAH GITTA 吉塔 

11349096037 TEVIN WILSON 威利文 

11349096043 CARLOTTA CLIVIO 卡洛塔 

11349096028 LEO VON PRETZ 里奥 

11349096029 MATTIA BIAGINI 马迪尔 

11349096036 SUN GONGTAO 孙公韬 

11349096056 LIJIA GLORIA TAN 陈俐嘉 

11349096068 VIANEY LOPEZ 罗佳琳 

11349096049 GAHEE LEE 李佳姬 

11349096058 LYDIA CARTHY 莉迪亚 

11349096023 GLADSTONE MICHAEL 高济同 

11349096034 ROY YEW-HUNG CHAN 陈佑雄 

11349096040 WEI QUAN CHEW 周蔚权 

11349096047 ELEONORA CALFUS 卡福斯 

11349096046 CLARISSA WEI 魏贝珊 

11349096059 MICHELLE LAM 林琳 

11349096041 ALEXANDRA D'AGOSTINO 洪元慧 

11349096069 YEHONG ZHU 朱叶红 

11349096054 JEANNE MARK 麦颖珍 

11349096055 JENNY MING HSIU KAO 明秀 

11349096053 HOA DAM 何丹 

11349096038 V DEREK NUGROHO 何伟仁 

11349096044 CARLY YONG 杨佳丽 

11349096063 POOJA BHASKAR 巴斯卡 

11349096048 ELISA GAMBINO 艾丽萨 

11349096060 MIRANDA CAIN 米兰达 

11349096026 JOHN ZHONG 鍾佳恩 

11349096020 DAVID WU 吴怡德 

11349096066 STEPHANIE MENDEZ 亚薰 

11349096025 JOAN CARRERAS ROBLES 柯约翰 
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11349096065 SOPHIA WU 吴曼丽 

11349096021 DIEGO LOPEZ ORTIZ 电亞哥 

11349096039 VLADIMIR KOVALENKO 弗拉迪米尔 

11349096022 ESPEN BAKKE-AAS STEIRO 艾思鹏 

11349096042 ANLAN GAO 高安岚 

11349096045 CATHERINE MILLER 卡瑟琳 

11349096051 HELEN CHENG 郑燊深 

11349096009 SHENG CHEN 盛晨 

11349096006 DANIELSON KAREN 邓凯琳 

11349096004 MANNING CHRISTOPHER 安曼宁 

11349096002 DUNCAN, HUGH GORDON 邓休 

11349096001 BUTHOD KYLE 布卡 

11349096005 ANDERSON LAUREN 安劳伦 

11349096010 WRIGHT JASMINE 赖茉莉 

11349096003 HOWARD DONALD BRANDON 郝然德 

11349096008 LIN ERIKA 林艾丽 

11349096007 HARRICK ALYXIE 韩爱丽 

11349096015 WAGNER HUNT 卫恒 

11349096018 KANG HARAM 姜荷苒 

11349096014 RYAN CONNOR 赖康 

11349096011 COLE ZACHARY 顾嘉可 

11349096016 BOEDICKER SARAH 白素柔 

11349096017 HAYES BRANDIA 徐晓凤 

11349096013 LEVY SAMUEL 乐阳 

11349096012 DANG HIEU 邓河 

 

 

 

★ Course Code 

Course Code Course Name(EN) Seats 

CHIN170001.01 Modern Chinese Fiction 25 

ECON170001.01 Dynamics of Chinese Economy 25 

ECON170002.01 Reform and Development of China's Foreign Trade 25 

HIST170001.01 Chinese Buddhism 25 

JOUR170001.01 Chinese Media and Politics in the Context of Globalization 25 

MANA170001.01 Games of Strategy 25 

MANA170002.01 Service Marketing in China 25 

MANA170003.01 Chinese Financial Markets 25 

PHIL170001.01 Ancient Chinese Thought 25 

PHIL170002.01 Comparative Philosophy:Chinese and Western 25 

POLI170001.01 History of Diplomacy in Modern China 25 

POLI170002.01 Sino-US Relations and Rise of Asia 25 

SOCI170001.01 Urban Research:Shanghai in Comparative Perspective 25 
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SOCI170002.01 Chinese Culture and Business Practice 25 

ICES170001.01 Elementary Chinese 40 

ICES170002.01 Intermediate Chinese 40 

ICES170003.01 Upper-intermediate Chinese 40 

ICES170004.01 Advanced Chinese 40 

 

★ Course Registration Instruction 

You can choose up to two content courses from the groups A,B and C. Courses in a single group A,B and C 

will be arranged at the same time, so you can choose only one from each group. Chinese language course level will 

be decided after the placement test. 

 

Chinese Society and 

Politics 

Urban Research: Shanghai in Comparative Perspective (A) 

Chinese Media and Politics in the Context of Globalization (B) 

Sino-US Relations and Rise of Asia (B) 

History of Diplomacy in Modern China (C) 

Chinese Culture and Business Practice (C) 

Chinese History and 

Culture 

Ancient Chinese Thought (A) 

Chinese Buddhism (B) 

Modern Chinese Fiction (B) 

Comparative Philosophy: Chinese and Western (C) 

Chinese Economy and 

Management 

Games of Strategy (A) 

Service Marketing in China (A) 

Chinese Financial Markets (B) 

Reform and Development of China’s Foreign Trade (C) 

Dynamics of Chinese Economy (C) 

Chinese language  Elementary Chinese (D) 

Intermediate Chinese (D) 

Upper-Intermediate Chinese (D) 

Advanced Chinese (D) 

 

 

Date Day 8:55—11:35 13:30—16:05 16:15—17:55 

6/02 Sat Registration 

6/03 Sun Orientation, Chinese language placement test, Campus tour  

6/04  Mon A B D 

6/05  Tue C A D 

6/06 Wed B C D 

6/07 Thu A B D 

6/08 Fri C   

6/11 Mon A B D 

6/12 Tue C A D 

6/13 Wed B C D 

6/14 Thu A B D 

6/15 Fri C   
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6/18 Mon A B D 

6/19 Tue C A D 

6/20 Wed B C D 

6/21 Thu A B D 

6/22 Fri C   

6/25 Mon A B D 

6/26 Tue C A D 

6/27 Wed B C D 

6/28 Thu A B D 

6/29 Fri C   

7/02 Mon A B D 

7/03 Tue C A D 

7/04 Wed B C D 

7/05 Thu A B D 

7/06 Fri C   

 

★ Course Introduction 

Chinese Society and Politics 

1.Urban Research：Shanghai in Comparative Perspective 

YU Hai, Professor, Department of Sociology, Fudan University 

The aim of the course is to provide students with Shanghai discourse and facilitate their personal experience in the 

city. Students will use their own first-hand observations, coupled with broad-based readings in a range of social 

science areas, to reach their own understanding about Shanghai and the rapid pace of China’s modernization. 

Empirical experiences are highly valued throughout the course. By fieldwork as well as observation, students will 

see the city through their own eyes. The reflection over first hand empirical experiences will be included in the 

assignments, presentations and final work. Students are expected to critically argue their empirical experiences by 

making comparison between Shanghai and other cities, by looking into the cultural or institutional background of 

their observation, etc. 

 

2. Chinese Media and Politics in the Context of Globalization 

SHEN Guolin, Assistant Professor, Journalism School, Fudan University 

This course introduces foreign students to the background of China’s political institution and culture and provides 

overview of the relationship between China’s media and politics in a global context. By the end of the course, the 

students will have acquired a broad perspective of China’s political communication and gain familiarity with 

China’s media system and its political consequences. Four general topics will be explored: media and China’s 

revolution; media policy; trajectory of media reform; media and international relation. For each topic, the course 

will be conducted with two lectures and one seminar. The students will be divided into several groups，each of 

which will give a presentation on each topic. 

 

3. Sino-American Relations and the Rise of Asia 

PAN Rui, Professor, Center for American Studies, Fudan University 

Asia is the largest and most densely populated continent in the world, and the only one that has increased its 

proportionate share of the world's gross economic product since World War II. Among the big changes to have 
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occurred since then have been the economic "miracles” of Japan, the "Four Tigers," and now the People's Republic 

of China, with 1.3 billion people. Yet China's emergence is only the most spectacular example of a continental 

transformation that seems certain to contribute to a new and quite different world.    

This course is designed to provide an introduction to the analysis of China’s relations with the United States. After 

the establishment of People’s Republic of China (PRC), how about her relationship with neighboring countries? 

What’s China’s pursuit of foreign policy goal in the context of cold war? And how Triangle relationship works 

among the US, Soviet and China? Especially with the rise of Asia, what’s new version of China’s relations with the 

US? Put American politics into consideration it’s even more complex for Sino-US relations. 

Grades will be based on written paper and final exam, and on participation in class. 

 

4. History of Diplomacy in Modern China 

LIU Yongtao, Associate Professor, Center for American Studies, Fudan University 

This course is designed to college students with basic historical facts, events, figures and doctrines about Chinese 

diplomacy. It is intended to provide an introductory survey of a diplomatic history ranging from 1949 when the 

People’s Republic of China was established to the early 21st century. It examines major events, clues, and ideas in 

China’s diplomacy at different stages of this part of the history.  

This course wants to prepare students for a more meaningful understanding and appreciation of Chinese 

perspective on contemporary issues related to international affairs. At the completion of this course, the students 

should be able to know not only some basic historical “facts” or “data” about Chinese diplomacy, but also, more 

importantly, to realize how a diplomatic history in modern China unfolds as it is in an ever changing social and 

political context in which this history has been produced. 

 

5. Chinese Culture and Business Practice 

PAN Tianshu, Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, Fudan University 

Drawing upon an interdisciplinary approach, this course addresses several major themes focusing on the cultural 

dynamics of the Chinese marketplace. Topics covered will include the implications of globalization for everyday 

life in the local contexts, the cultural dimensions of international business, and the rise of entrepreneurship and 

consumerism in contemporary China, etc. One important goal of this course is to provide a set of conceptual tools 

and a new perspective that will hopefully help you better describe and understand China’s unprecedented 

socioeconomic transformations. 

 

Chinese History and Culture 

6. Ancient Chinese Thought 

CAI Qinghua, Assistant Professor, School of Philosophy, Fudan University 

This course aims at giving a general account of Chinese traditional thoughts and helping students to understand 

Chinese tradition.  This course offers an introduction to some ancient schools, namely Confucianism, Daoism, 

Mohism, and Legalism etc. These schools all have had tremendous and lasting impacts on the formation of the 

Chinese mind and will continue to shape the Chinese outlook on life in the future.  Representative thinkers from 

each of these schools will be selected and introduced. Apart from philosophical analysis, historical, as well as 

cultural, factors contributing to the rise and developments of their thoughts will also be examined. 

Lectures will be delivered in English. Audio-visual materials will occasionally be used so as to help students 

understand course content more vividly. 
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7. Chinese Buddhism 

SUN Yinggang, Associate Professor, Institute for Advanced Humanistic Studies, Fudan University 

Buddhism has played an enormous role in shaping the mindset of the Chinese people, affecting their aesthetics, 

politics, literature, philosophy and medicine. The course is a comprehensive survey of Chinese Buddhism. We will 

explore the growth and transformation of the beliefs, doctrines, practices, and institutions that shaped the historical 

trajectory of Chinese Buddhism, and asses the overall impact of Buddhism on Chinese religious, social, and 

cultural life. It will serve also as a useful source of collateral readings for graduate students who are interested in 

the religious aspects of China. 

There are no formal prerequisites, although some prior knowledge of Chinese history and/or religion will be 

helpful. No knowledge of the Chinese language is required. 

This is primarily a lecture course, but students are encouraged (and expected) to engage in discussion and critical 

analysis of the course materials. 

 

8. Modern Chinese Fiction 

YAN Feng, Associate Professor, Department of Chinese Language and Literature, Fudan University 

This course will examine major writers and their works in short stories and novels from both historical and artistic 

perspectives. Special attention is paid to how these works reflect the change of the world and people’s mentality in 

different ways. Detailed textual analysis will be applied to bring out the nuance of language and aesthetic taste 

which struggle to grow under the strong will of politics. Reading of modern Chinese fiction will help us 

understand the people and history of modern China in a deeper and more comprehensive way. 

 

9. Comparative Philosophy: Chinese and Western 

BAI Tongdong, Professor, School of Philosophy, Fudan University 

Through comparative studies between Chinese and Western philosophies that are apparently sharply different from 

each other (the comparisons and contrasts will be text-based), it is intended to help students to transcend the limits 

of their worldviews.  Moreover, the comparisons and contrasts among philosophical traditions of different 

cultures, time, and locations, the students are expected to appreciate the universality and eternity of philosophical 

problems, and their particular and concrete expressions in different contexts. 

 

Chinese Economy and Management 

10. Games of Strategy 

ZHOU Rong, Associate Professor, School of Management, Fudan University 

This subject is an elective course in management science. Game theory is the study of multi-person decision 

problems in which each agent's (player's) action influences payoffs of other agents (or players). Game theory has 

applications in many fields, such as politics, economics, biology, and computer science. The goal of this course is 

to give you a thorough introduction into game theory.  The students should learn how to describe games in the 

formal language of game theory. Students should also learn how to recognize the major strategic considerations 

and predict the behavior in games using the concepts of game theory. At the end of the course you should be able 

to analyze and solve complicated games. We will discuss four classes of games: static games of complete 

information, dynamic games of complete information, static games of incomplete information and dynamic games 

of incomplete information. Corresponding to these four classes of games will be four notions of equilibrium in 

games: Nash equilibrium, subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium, Bayesian Nash equilibrium and perfect Bayesian 

equilibrium. 

  

11. Service Marketing in China 
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QIU Lijin, Assistant Professor, School of Management, Fudan University 

Services dominate more and more countries’ economy and are becoming critical for competitive advantage in 

companies across the global and in all industry sectors. In fact, recent award-winning publications espouse the 

view that “All businesses are service businesses.”  

In this course, you will learn critical skills and gain knowledge needed to implement excellence service and service 

strategies for competitive advantage in Chinese market, which is defined as a dynamic and immature market. 

 

12. Chinese Financial Markets 

WANG Xiaozu, Professor, School of Management, Fudan University 

This course introduces the institutions, instruments, and empirical regularities of Chinese financial markets. It aims 

to lay a foundation for understanding and anticipating further developments of Chinese financial markets. It should 

also help students identifying research topics for their senior thesis. The focus will be on current issues and debates 

about Chinese financial markets. The course will integrate some of the materials of previous courses, such as 

corporate finance, investment and international finance, and allow students to apply analytical tools to Chinese 

financial markets. We will highlight the similarities and differences between Chinese financial markets with more 

developed ones. 

 

13. Reform and Development of China’s Foreign Trade 

CHENG Dazhong, Professor, School of Economics, Fudan University 

This course is intended to equip students with the general knowledge of the trade reform and development in 

China. In addition to providing the above topics, the course will also discuss the contemporary literature and 

investigate cutting-edge issues in the research of Chinese foreign trade. Therefore, this course tries to present and 

analyze the facts about China's foreign trade in the standard framework of international trade or international 

economics, so as to enhance the students' capability to comprehend and analyze China's foreign trade reform and 

development. 

 

14. Dynamics of Chinese Economy 

ZHANG Qi, Associate Research Professor, School of Economics, Fudan University 

This course provides a comprehensive introduction to the economic development of the People’s Republic of 

China. It also provides a cursory examination of the key issues confronting the incumbent government. The first 

part of the course will introduce students to China's economy since 1949 until present. The middle part of this 

course will examine some prominent features of the Chinese economy, including both its formal and informal 

aspects. Finally, several key economic issues in the reform era will be examined. The prospect of the economy in 

the foreseeable future will be discussed too. 

 


